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in time and spaceso that each animal's behavior is properly studI. INTRODUCTION
Sperm whales (Physeter macrocephalrzs)(see Fig. 1) are

ied. This paper demonstrates the feasibility of isolating
individual animal's clicks basedon signal processingtechniques.

known to produce loud impulsive broadband sounds called
II. DATA COLLECTION

"clicks" at various repetition rates. Apart from the usual clicks,
they also produce "creaks" that are very rapid clicks emitted for

The major known featuresof sperm whale clicks are:

limited durations. Each click also has a multi-pulse structure.

i

Various studieshave been conductedl-3)
regarding the time and fre-

O Ctict<rate is usually between0.5 to 2 clicks per second

Ctict duration is 10-20 milliseconds

quency characteristics of sperrn whale clicks and creaks. Some

I

insight has also been provided into the bio-sonar and inter-whale

O Each click may have severalpulsesof decaying amplitude

communication aspectsof sperm whale clicks. However, conclu-

lBandwidth

sive evidenceof the pulpose of the clicks (and creaks)vis-iL-visthe
dive cycle has not been forthcoming so far').
The purpose of our study is a systematic attempt to filI this gap

Creakscan have arate as high as 200 clicks per second

is very wide with significant energy up to 15

kHz.
The recordingsof sperm whale vocalizationswere made in early
August 2002 during an expedition to Ogasawaraislands. Figure 2

in the knowledge. Our attempt is to study a group of vocalizing
sperm whales that would necessarilybe in different modes of their
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individual dive cycle or any other routine. Such a study would
require adequateisolation of individual sperm whale vocalizations
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Fig. I

Sperm whale seen off Ogasawara islands
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Time sample @ 48000 s/sec
Fig. 3

Fig. 5 High passfiltered signal

Hydrophone pair used for recording

shows the search trajectory and the locations (mainly at ocean

nificant low frequency ambientnoise (Fig. 4). This made it difficult

depths between 1000-1500 meters) where sperm whale clicks

to acquire the short clicks with reasonableSN ratio. It was decid-

were picked up.

ed to filter the recorded signals through a 5 kHz high pass linear

The sperm whale signals were picked up by a pair of
hydrophoneswith sensitivity better than - 200 dB re lY lp,Pa (IO

phase FIR filter (3l-sample Least Squares). Figure 5 shows

Hz to 30 kHz) separatedby 75 mm (seeFig. 3). The hydrophone

low frequency interference.

signalswere passedthrough amplifiers with a gain of 40 dB + 0.1
dB between 1 kHz to 100 kHz, and recordedin 2-ch Sony TCD

improvement in SA.{offered by the filter since it rejects most of the
Subsequentsignal processinghas been performed using the filtered signalsofboth hydrophones..

D10 DAT recorderat a sampling rate of 48 kHz.

IV. CLICK CORRELATION

Recordings have been stored on CDROM in 16-bit stereo
'wav-file' format for further analysis.The major analysisplatform

A first step towards identification of sperm whales is to cross-

is the MATLAB. The following sectionsdescribethe step-by-step

correlate au isolated click with a signal segment.In the event that

signal processing tasks for extraction and parameterizationof the

the reference click is similar to the signal at a particular time a

clicks.

large correlation peak would result, else the correlation will be
small or poor.'The signal in Fig. 5 was cross-coffelatedby using
I I I .S I G N A L C O N D I T I O N I N G

The sperm whale sounds were recorded with hydrophonesjust
below the sea surface. The recorded signals, therefore, have sig-

certain clicks from the same sequenceas references.
Figures 6 and 7 show the result of correlation of the test signal
with the non-creakclick A1 and the creak click 81, respectively.
The correlation of click A1 with most of the creak clicks is very
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(Few meters separation
depending on size of whale)
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Fig. 8

Multiple pulse generation in the sperm whale

｀

First & second creak
Time sample
Fig.7 Correlationwith click Bl

small (below the dotted line) except with itself and with one click
Second echo

A2 just before the onset of the first creak.
The correlation of click B1 (Fig. 7) is very high (severalclicks

Basic signal

above the dotted line) with the neighboring clicks within the creak,

First echo

while it is very low with click Al and click 42.
The above results demonsffatethat clicks within and outside the

Fig. 9

Typical click showing multiple pulse structure

creak belong to different animals. However, it is to be noted that
the correlation falls with increasing distance from the reference
click even for the same animal. We, therefore, need more convincing analysisto associateclicks with specific individuals.
V. INTER.PULSE INTERVAL

identity of the clicking individual is the phenomenon of multiple
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一

The second characteristic that provides good clues about the

/Main diCk
IPI〓 1.6 msec

pulses within each click. The multiple pulses are thought to arise
due to repeatedreflections betweenthe frontal and distal air sacsin
the sperm whale's head (FiS. 8).
Since the distance between the two air sacs separatedby the
spermaceti oil sac dependson the size of the animal, it is expect-

Time sample@48000s/Sec
Fig.10 Cepstrunl ofnon―
creak click Al

ed that the time gap between multiple pulses would depend on the
size of the animal. The "inter-pulse interval" (IPI) may thus, be
regarded as a distinguishing feature between individual animals.
Figure 9 shows a typical click with the multiple pulse structure
clearly visible.
Signals consisting of multiple delayed replicas can be considered to arise by a process of convolution with the o'channel"
impulse response.Cepstrum is an important tool used in homomorphic

filtering

(or

deconvolution)

that

reveals

the

multiple-pulse structure of such signals. It is convenient to
extract the IPI by simple thresholding of the cepstrum beyond the
initial click duration. Figures 10 and 11 show cepstrumand the IPI
for two different clicks.
It is evident from the cepstrum results that the two clicks arise

T i m e sannple
Tirne
sample@48000s/Sec
Fig。
1l cepstrum ofcreak click Bl
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from animals of different size as indicated by the difference in the
IPI (1.6 msec and 1.5 msec): click 81 is perhapsgeneratedby a
smaller animal than that of click Al.
We can, therefore, reinforce the results of correlation with cepstrum analysis to further discriminate the clicks and to
distinguish the particular vocalizing animals.
VI. TIME DELAY ESTIMATION
The results of the previous two sectionshave suggesteda teasonable method to discriminate between clicks from the
recording of a single hydrophone. There could, however,- be
ambiguities in associating the clicks with individual animals,

Time sample @ 48000x16 s/sec
Fig.14

Expandedviewof auto-correlationpeak of left hydrophone

unless spatial localization is carried out. One simple method to
spatially segregatethe sounds is by time-delay estimation (TDE)
betweentwo or more hydrophones.The angle of arrival of a wavefront determines the inter-hydrophone time delay which, in turn
dependson the spatial orientation of the hydrophones.We carried
out TDE of isolated clicks betweenthe two hydrophones(Figs.,12
and 13) used in our data collection exercise.
Since we need very high time resolution to find the time delay
between the two hydrophone signals, we performed interpolation

Time sample@ 48000x16s/sec
Fig. 15 Expandedviewof the cross-correlation

by a factor of 16 to get a data rate of 48000x16 samples/sec.
Figure 14 showsthe autocoffelationpeak occurring at time sample #245, while Fig. 15 shows the cross-coffelation peak
Time sample
Fig. 12 Isolatedclick on left hydrophone

betweenthe two hydrophonesat sample#225. The time difference
of 20 samplesis an indicator of the angle of arrival of the wavefront at the hydrophones.
VII. IDENTIFICATIONRESULTS
We applied the above TDE technique on various clicks indicated in Fig. 5. It was confirmedthat the set of clicks A1, A2, ,A'3,A4

０＞ ０ 一
一

and A5 have similar time delay and so they arrive from one location. Clicks Bl and 82 from the two creaks have similar time
delay but are different from the previous set, hence they come
from anotherlocation. In view of the correlation results,IPI values
and TDE estimatesobtained from the recorded data, it can now be
broadly said that clicks A1-A5 come from one animal (whale A),
Time sample

while clicks Bl and 82 (in the two creaks) belong to another animal (whale B). The identification results for the two specific

Fig. 13

Isolated click on right hydrophone

whales are indicatedin Fig. 16.
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TDE between two hydrophonesprovides us with spatial evidence
for segregatinganiqrals.The three techniqueswhen used together
are seento help in identifying the individual sperm whales.
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